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Abstract—To enable the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT),
it is required to ensure Machine-to-Machine communications.
Systems/devices often use different communication protocols,
standards, and data representation languages, which create
interoperability challenges. This paper proposes a set of annotation rules for systems meta-data, to support the translation
of data exchanged between heterogeneous systems. These rules
must be followed to ensure the validity of systems meta-data
(XML Schemas annotated with semantic annotations and group
identifiers). The meta-data can then be used as input in tools to
analyze data and semantic compatibility and generate translators.
Index Terms—Data Translation, Interoperability, Internet of
Things (IoT), Semantic Annotation

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Internet-of-Things (IoT) applied to the industry creates
not only many opportunities but also a lot of challenges
[1]. The Industrial IoT (IIoT) must support the interaction
between several industrial systems/machines, namely sensors,
controllers, and actuators. The existence of multiple standards,
protocols, syntaxes, and semantics, present a set of interoperability challenges, when it is intended that, heterogeneous
industrial systems, from different sources, communicate with
each other.
There are three levels of interoperability challenges, created
by the existence of different communication protocols (HTTP,
CoAP, MQTT, ...), data formats, and semantics. These are
often referred to as technical interoperability, syntactic interoperability and semantic interoperability [2]. The technical
interoperability will not be addressed in this paper. Regarding
the data format, systems usually exchange messages in XML
(Extensible Markup Language) or JSON (JavaScript Object
Notation). The interaction between systems that use these
two data formats can be easily supported by a data format
translator.
This paper addresses the semantic interoperability, defined
in [3] as a shared understanding between the exchanged
data/information. When two systems cannot understand each
other messages (their data semantics), translators are required.
These type of systems will be named to throughout the
paper as heterogeneous systems. Considering the huge number

of heterogeneous systems, each one sending or receiving
messages with specific data and semantics, it is not possible
to create/provide translators for each pair of heterogeneous
systems. This task, should not be done by humans. Highly
heterogeneous systems should interoperate dynamically [2].
To dynamically support the semantic interoperability between
heterogeneous systems, an approach was proposed in [4]. In
this approach, it is verified if two systems can interact and,
if possible, a translator is automatically generated. To do it,
systems meta-data (XML Schemas) with semantic annotations
must be available. These annotations, not only map the XML
elements/attributes of the exchanged messages to the concepts/properties of a reference ontology, but also group them
to solve ambiguities.
This paper proposes a set of annotation rules to ensure
proper/valid semantic annotations in the XML Schemas (XSD)
that support the approach proposed in [4]. It was defined, in
[4], how to create each semantic annotation; however, it was
not defined how to ensure that the set of annotations in an
XSD are valid, i.e. that annotations not then in “conflict” with
each other.
The approach proposed in [4] provides a contribution to
the Arrowhead framework [5], [6]. The Arrowhead software
framework is a service-oriented architecture (SOA) framework
offering a set of services to support the interaction between
application systems (service providers and service consumers).
To support the translation of the data exchanged between those
application systems, if heterogenous, the approach proposed
in [4] may be used. Using this approach, from annotated
XSDs and reference ontologies, it is possible to verify if
heterogeneous systems are semantically compatible, and if so,
translators can be automatically generated.
This paper is divided in six sections. In next one, the Arrowhead Framework is presented. Then, in section III, the translation approach, proposed in [4], [7], is presented. Semantic
annotations for XML Schemas are described in section IV. The
proposed annotation rules are presented in section V. Finally,
conclusions are presented the VI.

II. A RROWHEAD F RAMEWORK
The Arrowhead software framework [6] is a service-oriented
architecture (SOA) framework. It was initially developed in the
Arrowhead project [6] and, currently, it is being developed in
the Productive4.0 project [8] and in Arrowhead-Tools project
[9]. This software framework supports the interaction between
systems. To enable such interaction, a specific consumer
system must be able to access the information provided by a
provider system. For this, it is necessary, in the first instance,
to discover a provider that offers the service desired by the
consumer. It is still necessary to find out if the consumer
can communicate with the provider that offers the service
desired by him. The main services provided by the Arrowhead
framework and presented in Fig. 1, are:
•
•
•
•

Service registry (SR) – which allows a provider to register
a service that will become available;
Service discovery (SD) – which allows a client to search
for a service among the available services;
Orchestration (ORC) – which informs the consumers
about the most suited providers for them;
Autorization (AUT) – which allows the provider to be
sure that the consumer can consume the required service.

consumer (5). If the answer is positive, the Provider responds
to the request by sending a message to the consumer with the
data related to the requested service (6).
III. T RANSLATION A PPROACH
To enable the communication between a provider and a
consumer, it is not enough for the provider to offer the service
that the consumer wants. It is also necessary that both ”speak
the same language”, that is, the consumer must be able to
understand the data made available by the provider. This
constraint limits the choice in the orchestration, and may
lead that, although there are several providers registered to
offer the service desired by the consumer, none of them is
authorized to offer it to that consumer. To deal with this
problem, translators are required, translating the exchanged
messages into the receiver ”language” (with its syntax and
semantics).
Fig. 2 extends the Fig. 1 with a translator. This translates the
messages exchanged between the provider and the consumer,
enabling their communication after their interaction with the
Arrowhead framework. In this scenario, messages are sent to
the translator, which translates the messages, generating new
messages and sending them to the receiver. The translator can
be third part system or can be embedded in the sender or in
the receiver system.

Fig. 1. Interaction of a provider, a consumer, and the Arrowhead framework.

The way how a consumer and a provider can interact, with the
Arrowhead software framework, is presented in Fig. 1. For a
service to be available, initially a provider must communicate
with Service Registry to register a service (1). From that
moment on, the Arrowhead framework is aware that this
provider offers this particular service. The consumer begins
its interaction with the Arrowhead framework, through the
Service Discover (2), asking if there are providers that offer the
desired service. If the service is available, the consumer can
communicate with the orchestration (3), which analyzes the
providers that offer the service and, based on consumer metadata, returns the information about the best provider to offer
the desired service. After this, the consumer can communicate
directly with the provider. The Consumer sends a request
message to the Provider (4) asking for the desired service.
When the request is received, the provider may send a message
to the Authorization asking if it can communicate with that

Fig. 2. Interaction of a provider, a consumer, and the Arrowhead framework,
supported by a translator.

The translators can be manually developed, but to do it, it is
necessary to know a priori all the providers and consumers
that can communicate, to develop a translator for each pair.
This means that, even if possible, developing the translators
manually may be a very hard job.
To make the translation process more flexible, a tool prototype,
to automatically generate translators, was developed in [4], [7].
This tool uses the Producer and Consumer meta-data to verify
if they can communicate, and if so, generate the translator.
Systems meta-data must be XSD files. These XML Schemas
must have semantic annotations based on a reference ontology
in Web Ontology Language (OWL) [10] format.

For each pair of heterogeneous systems, the tool [4], [7]
receives three input files and, if possible, generates one output
file, the translator. The input files are the reference ontology
and two XSDs, one for the provider system and the other
for the consumer system. The tool verifies if the XSDs are
semantically compatible, and if so, generates the translator,
an XSLT (eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformation)
[11] file. This XSLT translates sender XML messages into
receiver XML messages. This tool prototype is available online
at http://gres.uninova.pt/tag/.
IV. S EMANTIC A NNOTATIONS
The mentioned semantic annotations, which provide meaning
to data messages exchanged between heterogeneous systems,
are described in this section. These semantic annotations are
inserted into the XSD files, the meta-data, that describe the
exchanged XML messages.
A. SAWSDL
These annotations are made using Semantic Annotations for
Web Service Description Language (SAWSDL) [12], which
is the W3C recommendation for annotating XML Schemas.
With SAWSDL, each XSD element can be annotated with
ontology concepts. An example of a semantic annotation
using SAWSDL is presented in (1). In this example the
XML element ”indoorTemp” is annotated with the concept
”IndoorTemperature” from the ontology presented in Fig. 3.

B. Annotation Path
The annotation paths, proposed in [13] [14], enable the
creation of more expressive annotations. For instance, it is
possible to annotate XSD elements with ontology concepts
and properties, not only with concepts, as in SAWSDL. The
elements of an XSD Schema are annotated with annotation
paths, where each path is a sequence of steps and each step
is a concept or a property of the reference ontology. In an
annotation path, the odd steps are always ontology concepts
and the event steps are always ontology properties (object
property or data type property). An object property cannot be
the final step; whereas a data type property cannot be a middle
step. Additionally, concept steps may have restrictions. The
XSD element annotated in (1) using SAWSDL is annotated
in (2) with an annotation path. In (2), the first step (an even
step) is a concept step and the second step (an odd step and
the final one) is a data type property. Another example of an
annotation path is presented in (3). In this example, the first
and the third steps are concepts and the second is an object
property.
<xs : element type = ”xs : f loat” name =
”indoorT emp” sawsdl : modelRef erence =

<xs : element type = ”xs : string” name = ”unitsa”
sawsdl : modelRef erence = /”T emperatu

”/IndoorT emperature”/>

(3)

reSensor/hasU nits/T emperatureU nits”/>

<xs : element type = ”xs : f loat” name =
”indoorT emp” sawsdl : modelRef erence =

(2)

”/IndoorT emperature/hasV alue”/>

(1)

An example of an XML message is presented in Fig. 4
and the associated XSD with semantic annotations, using
annotation paths, is presented if Fig. 5. The XML elements
”sensorTemp1”, ”unitsa”, ”sensorTemp2”, and ”unitsb”, contain values and units of temperature sensors. Each of these elements has an associated semantic annotation, as presented in
Fig. 5. ”sensorTempX” has the semantic annotation presented
in (2); whereas the ”unitsY” has the semantic annotation
presented in (3).

Fig. 4. Example of an XML message

C. APP Info
Fig. 3. Example of an ontology for temperature sensors

To support the translation of data values, the introduction of
data values, mapped into ontology individuals, was proposed

D. Grouping Semantic Annotations
Annotation paths with groups were proposed in [4] to
group/associate XML elements/attributes. Provider systems
and consumer systems, can send or expect, in a single message:
•

•

Fig. 5. XSD of the XML from Fig. 4 with annotation paths referring the
ontology from Fig. 3.

in [7]. To explain it, the XML message sent by a provider
(Fig. 6) will be used. This provider sends the values ”Fah” and
”Cel” to indicate which are the temperature units (fahrenheit
or celsius) of the temperature values it sends. Supposing that
a consumer is expecting to receive an XML, such as the one
presented in Fig. 4, it understands ”F” and ”C” but not ”Fah”
and ”Cel”. To deal with this type of problem, another type
annotations are appended to the XSD, in the xs:appinf o of
the xs : annotation, as presented in Fig. 7. Additionally, it
is required to insert the mapping references (”a3st:mpi-ref”)
into the XSD element, as presented in line 5 of Fig. 7. Fig. 7
presents the APP Info and the mapping references that must
be added into the Consumer XML Schema (Fig. 5). In this
example, the ”C”, ”F” and ”K” units, are associated with
the individuals ”Celsius”, ”Fahrenheit” and ”Kelvin” of the
ontology ”Temperature Unit” concept.

data from multiple things - such as in the XML presented
in Fig. 4, which includes data from two temperature
sensors (”1” and ”2”);
multiple data of one thing - for instance, the XML
presented in Fig. 4 contains, for each temperature sensor,
its temperature value and units.

Path annotations, presented in [13] [14], provide meaning to
each XML element or attribute; however, they are not enough
to support the creation of groups of XSD elements. It is
not possible associate the ”sensorTemp1” element with the
”unitsa” element nor the ”sensorTemp2” element with the
”unitsb” element.
Annotation paths with groups were defined in [4]. An annotation path with groups is an annotation path were each concept
step can have a set of group IDs. Group IDs are only valid
within its XSD. This means that group IDs in provider and
consumer XSDs are independent.
To create groups of XSD elements (XML elements/attributes)
the extension proposed in [4] must be used. For example, if
”sensorTemp1” and ”unitsa”, from Fig. 4, provide meaning
about the same temperature sensor (”1”) and ”sensorTemp2”
and ”unitsb”, from the same XML message, provide meaning about another temperature sensor (”2”), then it must be
specified in the XSD, to avoid ambiguities and translation
mismatches. The annotation paths presented in (4) and (5)
are the same annotations presented in (2) and (3), but with
groups. The XSD of the XML from Fig. 4 with annotation
paths with groups, is presented in Fig. 8.

<xs : element type = ”xs : f loat” name =
Fig. 6. Example of a Provider XML

”indoorT emp” sawsdl : modelRef erence =

(4)

”/IndoorT emperature{1}/hasV alue”/>

<xs : element type = ”xs : string” name = ”unitsa”
sawsdl : modelRef erence = /”T emperatu

(5)

reSensor{1}/hasU nits/T emperatureU nits”/>

V. A NNOTATION RULES

Fig. 7. Example of an annotated XML Schema with APPinfo

The proposed annotation rules, for XML Schemas with annotation paths with groups, are presented in this section. In
[4], it was defined how to create a valid annotation path with
group IDs; however, it was not defined how to ensure that the
set of annotation paths, with groups, in an XSD, are valid.

Fig. 8. XSD of the XML from Fig. 4 with annotation paths with groups.

To simplify the proposed rules presentation, the ontology
presented in Fig. 9 will be used. This short ontology was
created for this purpose only. It contains 7 concepts: ”Home”
and ”Room” are sub classes of ”Thing”; ”House” and ”Apartment” are sub classes of ”Home”; and ”Bedroom” and ”DiningRoom” are sub classes of ”Room”. Homes can have rooms;
whereas rooms can have area value and height value.

•

– the ”Home” concepts (the same concept) with ID ”1”
(the same group ID) are in the same position/step
(first position);
– the ”DiningRoom” and ”Room” concepts (one is a
sub class of the other), with ID ”7” (the same group
ID), are in the same position/step (third position).
From these two annotation paths, it is possible to conclude that:
– the ”Room” from annotation (7) is a ”DiningRoom”;
and
– the XML elements/attributes annotated in the XSD
with these annotation paths, provide the area and
height of the dinning room with the ID ”7”, of the
home with the ID ”1”.
Example 2: An XSD with annotations (7) and (8) is not
correctly annotated because:
– ”Bedroom” concept, from (8), is semantically related
(subClassOf ) to ”Room” from (7) and have the same
ID, but are not in the same position/step (”Bedroom”
is at the first position and ”Room” is at the third
position).
These two annotation paths are ambiguous. It is not
possible to conclude if the bedroom with the ID ”7” is the
room with ID 7 from the house with ID ”1” (annotation
(7)).

Home{1}/hasHome/DiningRoom{7}/hasArea

(6)

Home{1}/hasHome/Room{7}/hasHeight

(7)

Bedroom{7}/hasHeight

(8)

Fig. 9. Example of an ontology for Home definition

RULE 2: If two concepts (of two different annotation paths):
The following rules only apply to annotation paths with groups
that belong to the same XSD. They ensure proper/valid semantic annotations in XSDs. In the following rules definition,
when it is said that two concepts are semantically related, it
means that:
•
•
•

they are the same concept;
they are equivalent classes (equivalentClass); or
one is a sub class of the other (subClassOf ).

RULE 1: If two concepts (of two different annotation paths):
•
•

are semantically related and
have the same group ID,

then they have to be at the same position/step in their annotation paths. To explain it, two examples are presented:
•

Example 1: An XSD just with the annotations (6) and (7)
is correctly annotated because, in both annotations:

•
•

are sub class of the same concept and
all their previous steps are semantically related and have
the same group IDs,

then they cannot have the same group ID. To clarify it, a set
examples are presented:
•

Example 3: An XSD just with annotations (6) and (9) is
correctly annotated because although:
– they (”DiningRoom” and ”Bedroom”) are sub class
of the same concept (”Room”) and
– all their previous steps are semantically related and
have the same group IDs,
their group IDs are different (”7” and ”8”). From these
two annotation paths, it is possible to conclude that:
– the ”Home” from annotation (6) is a ”House”;
– the XML element/attribute annotated in the XSD
with annotation (6), provide the area of the dinning

•

•

room with the ID ”7”, of the house with the ID ”1”;
and
– the XML element/attribute annotated in the XSD
with annotation (9), provide the height of the bedroom with the ID ”8”, of the house with the ID ”1”.
Example 4: An XSD just with annotations (6) and
(8) is correctly annotated because although they (”DiningRoom” and ”Bedroom”):
– are sub class of the same concept (”Room”) and
– and have the same group ID (”7”),
their previous steps are not semantically related.
Example 5: An XSD just with annotations (9) and (10)
is correctly annotated because although they (”Bedroom”
and ”DiningRoom”):
– are sub class of the same concept (”Room”);
– and have the same group ID (”8”); and
– their previous steps are semantically related;
their previous steps do not have the same group IDs
(”1” and ”empty”). From these two annotation paths, it
is possible to conclude that:
– the XML element/attribute annotated in the XSD
with annotation (9), provide the height of the bedroom with the ID ”8”, of the house with the ID ”1”;
and
– the XML element/attribute annotated in the XSD
with annotation (10), provide the height of the dining
room with the ID ”8”, of the home without (with
default) group ID.
House{1}/hasRoom/Bedroom{8}/hasHeight

(9)

As future work, it is planned to develop a tool, to validate each
XML Schema. It will verify if each XSD follow the proposed
rules. This tool will then be integrated with the tool [4].
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